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DARREN’S CORNER
As I sit here writing my piece for the newsletter, I am amazed at how much the
world has changed since the last issue (3 months ago) with the Covid -19 Pandemic.
I don’t believe the world will ever be the same as Pre-Covid. I think of 9-11 and all
of the changes since then which effected much of the population. Not to downplay
911 but Covid, I believe, is affecting the whole globe which is mindboggling!
At Fast Lane Freight we have taken many preventative measures dealing with
Covid-19 and being an essential service had to ramp things up a little tighter. We
have limited driving staff going Canada /USA, so we have to remain vigilant in our
processes.
I would like to take this time to thank all of our staff for their hard work and
dedication through this Pandemic as there are many people who have absolutely no
desire to travel in these times. The staff here really came to the table to get products
delivered and to help move the economy. This goes for all of the staff including
office and maintenance as well.
I would also like to give a shout out of thanks to all the front line workers in the
medical profession, truck and delivery drivers, restaurant workers/truck stop
employees, store clerks etc all still working to help keep people fed/fuelled and
allowed people access to goods and some services.
These are crazy, unprecedented times but it is looking like there is a light at the
end of the tunnel. Governments are opening the economies step by step and will be
keeping a close eye on infections. We are definitely heading in the right direction
and it appears everyone’s sacrifices and hard work are paying off!
In transportation we are fortunate that we were able to work during this
pandemic, but many people could not. Many people are suffering financially and/or
emotionally so please, try and reach out to friends/ loved ones to see how they are
doing.
So, let’s all keep our heads up while charging forward and remember “We are all
in this together”!

These are crazy times and all the changes are enough to drive you crazy so when I see
this article in ‘American Trucker’ and thought it might be helpful.
How to keep on truckin' (with a smile)
Truck driving can be a hard job mentally as well as physically. Alone time means you do a lot of thinking, with
worries often dwelled upon. Here are 10 strategies to jump-start positivity.
1. Affirm Yourself. What made Saturday Night Live’s Stuart Smalley so funny back in the day was that his
optimistic affirmation had no visible effect on his self-esteem. The truth is, though, that in the world this
side of the tube the technique actually works. Sports psychologists have shown that when an athlete repeats
a positive phrase to himself, he can change and improve his performance. The same goes for mood. At the
beginning of each day, concoct a short, optimistic phrase and repeat it occasionally throughout the day. “I
am a happy person,” for instance. Remember, however, that the phrase must be worded positively. “I am not
unhappy,” for example, will simply reinforce the negative emotions.
2. Breathe Deep. Most people breathe as shallowly as rabbits, which is fine if you’re running away from
coyotes or the likes of Elmer Fudd. But, says John Douillard, a former pro athlete and author of Body, Mind
and Sport, “The nerves located there are emergency energy sites that produce stress and fighting hormones,
which are fine for short-term response, but are degenerative over time.” Yet Douillard says that by
constantly breathing deeply through your nose and filling your entire lungs you can relax yourself and spur
your brain's contentment response.
3. Chase the Blues Away. No matter what he says, you can be sure that the guy who runs six miles a day
wouldn’t be out there if it didn’t feel good. There’s a reason for it: Aerobic activity sustained for more than
20 minutes produces opiate-like chemicals in the brain called endorphins. Such endorphins are responsible
for what the initiated call “runner’s high.” What’s more, aerobic exercise also produces calming alpha-wave
activity in the brain; a state reached only by the most dedicated of meditators. Also, scientists now say that
vigorous activity may increase the brain’s levels of serotonin, the very chemical that Prozac helps reach the
brain. Not as tangible, perhaps, but exercise firms up the physique, clears the skin and makes you look and
feel good. So, before or after your day in the cab try to get some aerobic exercise.
4. Carbo Load. Scientists at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology theorize that carbohydrate-packed
foods also boost serotonin levels in the brain. Try dining on carbohydrate-rich foods such as fruits, pasta,
rice, cereals and breads, but avoid the fat, the sugary and the sweet.
5. Laugh It Off. It's hackneyed but true. Studies show that a good laugh can speed recovery from illness, and
quickly shake off a mild case of the blues. There’s humor in magazines as diverse as The New Yorker and
the Reader’s Digest; and comics in most daily newspapers. Television can be a source of humor, which is
subjective, so help yourself.
6. Buy It. You can boost your spirits by buying yourself a little present. It doesn’t have to be big--maybe it’s
some Blue-ray movies you can look forward to watching when you get home. Or, if you’re depressed by a
mountain of bills, then you’re guaranteed to feel better by getting your finances under control. The easiest
way is to divide and conquer: Pay the minimum amount on all bills except one target bill and keep aiming
all your extra money toward that bill. Keep hitting it hard month after month, and soon it will topple.
7. Get in Touch. It’s a sad fact: Otherwise healthy babies will suffer if they don't get enough human contact.
So, too, will a guy’s spirits. But if you happen to be between successful engagements, as it were, try
scheduling a massage. Even one of those storefront five-minute backrub places can relax you and brighten
your day. You might even consider committing to a relationship with a furry little animal. Stroking one has
been shown to lower blood pressure and relax humans. It’s as though they’re made especially for it--why do
you think we call them pets?

8. Write On. Keeping a journal also helps you through catharsis. It forces you to think through your problems
by writing them down formally. And once you see them as tangible problems on paper, they don’t seem so
big, do they?
9. Help Out. Opportunities are available everywhere, everyday, all day long. Open a door for a stranger. Pick
up a piece of litter blowing on the street. Hold your umbrella over another’s head. Amuse a baby while
you’re standing in the grocery line. Help someone change a flat. Buy a single rose and present it to the first
person who comes along. Give up you seat on the train, the bus, the subway car to anyone who looks weary.
Chivalry’s not dead! You embody it! What a great guy you are!
10. Get Physical. Do something with your hands: whittle a stick, create a small shop project, build a model car
like you did when you were a kid. It’ll take your mind off your troubles.
Please take care of yourself during these stressful and uncertain times. Your family and your
community need you to take leadership and help to “flatten the curve” of spread, so we are on the
other side of this sooner than later.

A BIT OF HUMOUR

A BIT OF CARING
“Imagine you are walking in the woods and you see a small dog sitting by a tree. As you approach it, it suddenly
lunges at you, teeth bared. You are frightened and angry. But then you notice that one of its legs is caught in a
trap. Immediately your mood shifts from anger to concern: you see that the dog’s aggression is coming from a
place of vulnerability and pain. This applies to all of us. When we behave in hurtful ways, it is because we are
caught in some kind of trap. The more we look through the eyes of wisdom at ourselves and one another, the
more we cultivate a compassionate heart.” Tara Brach

When you are out on the road and being the Covid-19 highway superhero’s, you will run into
many trapped, unhappy and impatient people.
Remember they may be feeling trapped, lonely and scared….
always always always remember to be KIND

PLEASE BE SAFE AND BE CAREFUL OUT THERE!
If in doubt, check it out: Please be very careful where you get your health information
regarding COVID-19. Go to reputable sources, such as the Public Health Agency of Canada,
your provincial medical officer or the World Health Organization. I have heard and seen
ridiculous and unscientific information just about everywhere. If you hear something that
sounds fishy, check it out on Canada’s public health resource. Please urge your family, friends
and neighbours to do the same. A lack of accurate information is fertilizer for infectious
diseases such as COVID-19.

If you need masks and/or sanitizer please ask at the office

